Modern Death: How Medicine Changed the End of Life Haider Warraich st martin's (2017)
Daily exposure to death and the agonies of the bereaved prompted cardiologist Haider Warraich to encapsulate the recent transformation in end-of-life care. The result is rich, splicing harrowing cases from the acute admissions ward into medical history and science as he examines everything from the death of a cell to the impact of death on society. Warraich details resuscitation technologies that are redefining death; delves into the debate over dying at home; explores euthanasia and terminal sedation; and advocates greater openness about all this on the part of physicians.
Irresistible
Adam Alter bodley Head (2017) From Facebook to Fitbit, the digital infiltrates life: many people now spend 100 hours a month on their mobile phones. In this superb study of Internet addiction, Adam Alter anatomizes the cynicism of an industry in which compulsive lures are built into products that billionaire bosses avoid like the plague. Drawing on a trove of neuroscience, he isolates six "ingredients" of behavioural addiction, such as unresolved tension. Commendably, he also offers pragmatic preventive solutions for children and techniques for addicted adults, such as stripping numerical feedback from social-media platforms.
All the Boats on the Ocean
Carmel Finley university of CHiCago Press (2017) As the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations reports, 90% of global fish stocks are fully fished or overfished. Science historian Carmel Finley traces that crisis back to the cold war, when the United States, Japan, the Soviet Union and other seafaring nations deployed fishing to stake territorial claims. From the 1970s on, trawling and government subsidies forced an explosion in the industry. Now, with little reduction in subsidized fleets and oceans at risk, Finley sees the future of fisheries hinging on holistic approaches involving fish, fisher and environment.
Descendants of the project include armed drones, remote-sensor technologies, networked battlefield simulations and the Orwellian-sounding Total Information Awareness programme. This was launched by DARPA soon after the World Trade Center attacks in New York on 11 September 2001. The programme sought to combine traditional surveillance with data mining on huge volumes of citizens' private information -another controversial project that, like AGILE, survived under different names long after critics had supposedly shut it down.
Weinberger charts a narrowing of focusand, perhaps, influence -for DARPA. Technical fixes in recent years include a universal translator based on computational linguistics, developed to help soldiers communicate with locals in Iraq and Afghanistan; this ultimately proved useless. And a glitzy effort to develop driverless cars, even before major tech companies got in on the act, seems emblematic of "Disneyfication": the pursuit of expensive gadgets with limited potential to meet pressing national-security challenges. 
